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INTRODUCTION 
 

Stichting KijkOnderzoek (SKO) feels it is important to supply independent insights into the 

developments and relations in the Online streaming TV and Video content market (OTV). To this 

ur 

with regards to online TV programmes and videos. The project aims to measure online video of all 

the channels that participate in SKO and all the parties that are affiliated with SKO. This concerns 

complete broadcasts, programme fragments and web only video.   

 

Since September 2014, Stichting KijkOnderzoek delivers raw OTV programme data to its customers 

on a daily basis. Raw OTV programme data includes:  

 

• Census data about the OTV use (number of streams and playing time) of programmes that 

have been previously broadcasted on TV. As of June 1 2014, the data includes streams of 

programmes broadcasted by the channels listed in Appendix 1.  

• In the course of 2014, the census data will be expanded with information about the use of 

content that is exclusively published online. This includes exclusive online content (tc.web 

streams) and online only content that is related to broadcast of programmes (titles) 

previously broadcasted on tv (tc.uit and tc.prog streams). See Appendix 1. 

• The data contains streams of the NPO, RTL Nederland and SBS Broadcasting channels. In 

the course of 2014, the census data will be expanded with content of other channels and 

online publishers. See Appendix 1.  

• Using the data, it may be possible to calculate the following result types for streams that are 

related to television broadcasts: KikTotaal (ViewingTotal), Overnight and LongTail.  

− ViewingTotal = OTV results for the broadcasting day and the 6 following days (the 

ViewingTotal period in the case of TV). This period is adhered to both for ratings and 

for OTV result reporting. This means that OTV programme data of a given day (day 

0) only become definitive after day 6. The links between streams and TV broadcasts 

become definitive each Monday after 10.30 AM. 

files. Results concerning these streams can then be reported as common currency.  

− Overnight =  OTV results for the day of broadcast. 

− LongTail = streams that were first broadcast 7 days before or earlier and that were 

first started after the ViewingTotal period had ended (more than 6 days after the 

broadcasting day). For TV related streams, the Long Tail result type signifies that 

more than 6 days have passed since the original broadcast. Long Tail streams are 

linked to the original broadcasting dates. These links only become definitive at least 

28 days after the initial measurement. Each Monday, definitive links are established 

for streams that were first started more than 28 days ago. The status of the links can 

be found in the files. From this moment on, results about these streams can be 

reported as Long Tail.  
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− Before Broadcasting Day (previews). This concerns streams that were started up 

until six days before the TV broadcast.  

 

Broadcast:        On June 1 2014 

o Overnight period     01-06-2014 02:00 until 26:00 uur 

o ViewingTotal period      until June 7 2014  

o Reporting about ViewingTotal:    on October 8 2013 

o Before Broadcasting Day: on June 1 2014, period between 

May 26 2014 and June 1 2014  

 

• The publication date and long tail result types are used for content that is exclusively 

published online and is unrelated to a specific broadcast. Long tail results of such streams 

can vary from day to day.  

 

o Publication date     June 1 02:00 tot 26:00 uur 

 

 

• At the moment, SKO OTV reports TV broadcast streams that are offered through the 

sktop or laptop). As it stands, 

streams watched on tablet or mobile, or streams watched via apps on tablet or mobile are 

only partly reported. A further discussion about the OTV measurement can be found on:  

 

https://kijkonderzoek.nl/images/Methodologische_documenten_ENGELS/2013/SKO_WEB_TV

_Methods_Version_2013_def_v130502.pdf 

 

• The raw files are supplied each day, at 7:30 AM. Links, including broadcast data, are supplied 

in a file, each day at 10:45 AM. A complete file containing all the matches (PRL) is supplied 

the first working day of each month. An explanation and file layout of the OTV raw data and 

the PRL file is available.  

 

• The reported day runs between 02:00 AM and 26:00 (02:00 AM).  

 

• The data is unweighted.  

 

• SKO result data always includes streams requested abroad.  

 

• Streaming statements that continue beyond the reporting day will be included in the data 

from August 1 2014 onwards.  

 

https://kijkonderzoek.nl/images/Methodologische_documenten_ENGELS/2013/SKO_WEB_TV_Methods_Version_2013_def_v130502.pdf
https://kijkonderzoek.nl/images/Methodologische_documenten_ENGELS/2013/SKO_WEB_TV_Methods_Version_2013_def_v130502.pdf
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SKO publishes guidelines that software bureaus can use to edit and report raw OTV raw data 

(including or excluding broadcasting data). These guidelines are also available for parties who wish 

to combine OTV programme data and KijkOnderzoek (Television Audience Measurement ratings) in 

their reporting. SKO

www.kijkonderzoek.nl.  

 

This report identifies three types of rules:  

 

Mandatory calculating rules 

 Part of these guidelines consists of standard calculating rules that should be followed by 

every user. In this way, we hope to prevent the publication of different, incomparable results in our 

market. The SKO guidelines are intended to insure that the calculations of the various result types 

are carried out in the same manner, regardless of the party carrying them out. 

 

Mandatory reporting rules: 

 Apart from calculating rules, SKO also publishes reporting rules. Each user of aggregated 

data who aims to publish or report results should adhere to these rules.  

 

Recommended/advisory rules: 

 Apart from mandatory calculating and reporting rules, SKO has developed advisory rules 

that address auxiliary result types. With these rules, we aim to promote consensus in our field.  

 

Appendix 1 offers an overview of the measured channels and online video parties included in the 

data (including the channel codes of these channels in the KijkOnderzoek data). A description of the 

OTV result types, type streams and stream data can be found in Appendix 2. Appendix 3  and 4 

contain a description of the available files.  

  

http://www.kijkonderzoek.nl/
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1.  MANDATORY CALCULATION RULES  
 

Part of our guidelines consists of standard calculation rules that should be followed by every user. 

In this way, we hope to prevent incompatible results from appearing in the marketplace. By 

adhering to the SKO rules, parties can help create a level playing field with regards to calculating 

and reporting.    

 
 

1.1  NSTREAMS 
 

Number of started streams per broadcast, programme, fragment or web-only clip. 

 

Data may concern complete television broadcasts and/or fragments. In the case of exclusively 

online content, the data deals with video clips tied to broadcasts or programme titles.  Online only 

content data concerns data per clip. 

 

1.2  PLAYING TIME 

 

Playing time is the total playing time of a given stream of a broadcast, programme or clip, expressed 

in minutes, regardless of which part of the stream is played. Repeated playing is added to the total; 

as a result, the total playing time may theoretically be longer than the actual running time of the 

clip, OTV programme, broadcast or fragment.   

 

The AVERAGE PLAYING TIME (APT) is calculated by dividing the total number of minutes by the total 

number of starts. 

 

𝐴𝑃𝑇 =
𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒

𝑛𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑚𝑠
 

 

 

1.3 AVERAGE STREAM PLAYS (ASP) 

 

ASP is defined as the average number of active streams. These are average streams that were active 

at a random point in the programme. ASP is calculated by dividing the total number of minutes 

played with the actual running time of the programme as established in the broadcasting 

information (Nielsen Duration). To determine ASP for exclusively online programmes and clips, use 

clip duration (clip length, sko_cl).  

 

𝐴𝑆𝑃 =
𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒

𝐷𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
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1.4.  UNIQUE STARTS 

 

Unique starts  is defined using the unique visitor ID; an anonymized, alphanumerical characteristic 

that is used to identify unique devices and/or browsers.  

 

A unique start is defined as a combination of SKO labels (programme ID, type, date of 

broadcast/online publication, time, station ID (channel or publisher code) and programme name) 

and visitor ID.  

  

 

1.5 RESULTS FOR A RANGE OF BROADCASTS OR CLIPS 
 

When calculating averages of broadcasts of programmes, for instance per channel (group) or 

publisher, genre, distribution point, platform (device), geographical original or for a number of days, 

you need to take the running time of the broadcast into account. This results in the following 

calculation:  

 

𝐴𝑆𝑃 =
∑ (𝐴𝑆𝑃𝑐 𝑥 𝐷𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐶)𝐾

𝑐=1

∑ 𝐷𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐶𝐾
𝑐=1

 

 

clips 

In the case of exclusively online programmes and clips, clip length is used instead of running time.  

 

 

1.6 FURTHER CALCULATION RULES  
 

1.6.1 OTHER RESULT TYPES BASED ON PLAYING TIME 

Other playing time based calculations are possible, such as the audience share of programmes or 

channels, results of a range of clips or results per type of player. However, such results may only be 

reported internally and are not cleared for external publication. See also 3.11.2.  

 
1.6.2 OTHER RESULT TYPES 

 

X% Completed  
The percentage indicates the percentage of starts where 25%, 50%, 75% or 90% of the total running 

time of the stream was watched, regardless of the parts of the stream that were watched. This result 

type is currently not available for all OTV data; it is available for complete television broadcasts, 

segments and clips that contain the clip length label.  

 

Completed 25%, 50%, 75% and 90% are available in the raw 

data. Per stream start, it is indicated whether the stream was allowed to play for one of these 

percentages of the total running time. 
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The result type completed X% can be determined by adding up starts with the characteristic 

completed X% and dividing the result by the total number of starts.  

 

X% Completed = 
∑  𝑪𝒐𝒎𝒑𝒍𝒆𝒕𝒆𝒅𝒄%𝒄=𝟏

𝒛

∑ 𝒏𝑺𝒕𝒓𝒆𝒂𝒎𝒔𝒄
𝒄=𝟏
𝒛

 

 
Where c = starts/ n streams in selection. 

 

If the result type Completed_X% is not available in the data, you should not try to calculate or derive 

it with the duration of the television broadcast.  

 

% Completed  
The result type percentage completed can be determined by adding up the total playing time and 

dividing the result by the clip length multiplied by the  total number of starts.  

 

X% Completed = 
∑  𝑷𝒍𝒂𝒚𝒊𝒏𝒈 𝑻𝒊𝒎𝒆𝒄%𝒌=𝟏

𝒛

∑ 𝒏𝑺𝒕𝒓𝒆𝒂𝒎𝒔𝒄
𝒄=𝟏
𝒌  𝑿 𝑪𝒍𝒊𝒑𝒍𝒆𝒏𝒈𝒕𝒉𝒄

 

 
Where C=  

 

If Clip lenght is not available in the data, you should not try to calculate or derive the % Complete 

result type with the duration of the television 

broadcast.  

 

% Segments 
Segments concern streams of a fragment of a TV broadcast. This result type can be calculated using 

stream starts or playing minutes.  

 

The percentage indicates the ratio between segments and the total amount of programme streams. 

% Segments can be calculated by dividing the number of segment (sko_t = tv.seg) starts (nStreams) 

by the total number of programme streams (tv.ep).  

  

The percentage based on playing time indicates the ratio between segment playing time and stream 

playing time. %Segments based on playing time can be calculated by dividing the total segment 

(sko_t = tv.seg) playing time by the total programme stream (tv.ep) playing time.   

  

 

% 𝑺𝒕𝒂𝒓𝒕𝒔 𝒔𝒆𝒈𝒎𝒆𝒏𝒕𝒔 =  
𝒏𝑺𝒕𝒓𝒆𝒂𝒎𝒔_𝒔𝒆𝒈

𝒏𝑺𝒕𝒓𝒆𝒂𝒎𝒔
      %𝑷𝒍𝒂𝒚𝒊𝒏𝒈 𝑻𝒊𝒎𝒆 𝒔𝒆𝒈𝒎𝒆𝒏𝒕𝒔 =

𝑷𝒍𝒂𝒚𝒊𝒏𝒈 𝑻𝒊𝒎𝒆_𝑺𝒆𝒈

𝑷𝒍𝒂𝒚𝒊𝒏𝒈 𝑻𝒊𝒎𝒆
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% Online Only.  

Online only concerns streams of a fragment or online only episode of a TV broadcast or programme 

(stream types tc.uit and tc.prog). The online percentage indicates the ratio between online content 

tied to a broadcast/programme and total online content (including streams of programmes 

previously broadcast on TV as well as online only).  

% Online only can be calculated by dividing the number of starts and playing time in minutes of the 

online only fragment or broadcast by the total number of streams or playing time in minutes of a 

unique broadcast or programme title (stream type is tv.ep or tv.seg or tc.uit or tc.prog). 

 

% Geographical Origin.  

The geographical origin of the start of a stream is a characteristic that is available in the raw data. It 

is possible to distinguish between streams started from an IP address in The Netherlands, an IP 

address abroad and an unknown location (characteristics starts_NL, starts_Btl en starts_Onb). The 

percentage Geographical Origin Netherlands, Abroad and Unknown indicates the ratio between 

starts in these three categories and the total number of streams. % Geographical Origin can be 

calculated by dividing the number of starts (nStreams) or playing time per origin by the total number 

of streams or playing time in minutes of a started stream.  

 

% Platform.  

The type of device used to play a stream is a characteristic that is available in the raw data 

(Platform). It is possible to distinguish between streams started on a computer, a tablet, mobile 

device or SMART-TV app (big screen). 

 

The percentage Computer, Tablet, Mobile, Big Screen or Unknown indicates the ratio between the 

number of starts in these five categories and the total number of streams.  

% Device can be calculated by dividing the number of starts (nStreams) or playing time in minutes 

per device by the total number of streams or playing time in minutes of a started stream.  

 
1.6.3 OTHER PLAYING-TIME RELATED RESULT TYPES  

Other calculations  e.g. several clips per type of player  are possible, but may only be reported 

internally and are not cleared for external publication. See also 3.10.2.  

 
 

1.6.4 ROUNDING  

Calculations take place without rounding. In case of intermediate logging of result types, rounding 

should take into account 6 decimals. This renders possible deviations from the reference negligible.  
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2. SUPPLEMENTARY MANDATORY CALCULATION RULES  
 
2.1 NO ADDING-UP OF RESULTS 
 

SKO KijkOnderzoek measures the actual watching behaviour of the television panel (persons). SKO 

Online TV and Video (SKO OTV) measures starts and playing time of programme streams at a census 

level. This is not a matter of respondent behaviour registration; it is about passive registration of 

media player use, using server-based pixel tracking techniques. Streams requested abroad are 

included in our efforts. 

 

The results of SKO OTV and the SKO KijkOnderzoek ratings should never be added up; these results 

are incompatible. When reporting OTV results and ratings, you should adhere to specific reporting 

rules (see 3.1.2).  

                     

 

2.2 PLATFORM BIG SCREEN FILTERING 
 

Up to 01-10-2019 and  in order to prevent reporting overlaps between ratings and OTV results, the 

n calculating SKO result types (see 3.2).  

  

Data in in the SKO TV-related result types ViewingTotal, Long Tail, Overnight/Broadcasting Day and 

Before Broadcasting day, were reported disregarding streams that are started through SMART TV 

apps (see 3.4).  

 

From 01-10-2019  be 

allowed.  
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3. MANDATORY REPORTING RULES 
 

 

This paragraph provides an overview of 

As such, it may be regarded as an expansion of the calculation rules. The calculation rules in the 

above have bearing on every OTV data result report and combinations of such reports with ratings 

research results. When reporting results, the following rules should be followed.  

 

 

3.1 ACKNOWLEDGMENTS 

 

 
3.1.1 SKO OTV 

 

When reporting results from the SKO OTV research, the following acknowledgement should be 

included: OTV Onderzoek  O  

 

Moreover, the reporting and result type, the stream type, the period of year and the programme 

name or clip name should be mentioned.  

 

Reports should also include the following note:  

 

Currently, not all streams, stream types and platforms/devices of SKO partners and participants are 

included in the SKO OTV results.  

 

 

3.1.2 SKO OTV  COMBINED WITH RATINGS 
 

It is not allowed to report results that are based on accumulated SKO OTV numbers and SKO 

KijkOnderzoek ratings. These numbers are not compatible.  

 

However, these numbers can, in the same report, be reported separately. See also 4.1.1. 

 

When reporting OTV results in combination with the results from the television audience measurement, you 

should always include an acknowledgement of the source of the TV-  

g and result type, the period of year, the time 

slot or programme. When reporting ratings, you should also mention the target group.  

 

When reporting combined results from the television audience measurement, you must include the following 

notes:  
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Results from SKO OTV and SKO KijkOnderzoek should never be accumulated; said results are 

incompatible.  

The SKO OTV results are not part of the ViewingTotal of the ratings in the Television Audience 

measurement, but they do give more insight into the popularity of programmes.  

 

 

3.2 REPORTING TYPES 
 
3.2.1 CONTENT RELATED TO TV BROADCASTS  

SKO has formulated a number of reporting types for OTV results that can be tied to content 

broadcasted on TV: tv.ep, tv.seg, tv.cam, tc. uit, tc.cam. 

 

ViewingTotal 

OTV results in the ViewingTotal period (ComCur-results) have bearing on streams up until 6 days 

after the original broadcast of a programme. OTV results become definitive 6 days after the 

broadcasting day.  

 

Broadcasting Day 

OTV results about the broadcasting day.  

 

 

 

Long Tail  

Long tail streams have a broadcasting date of more than 7 days in the past. Results for this reporting 

type may vary from day to day; it is possible to add more nStreams or playing time to the results.  

 

TV related streams and TV broadcasts and programmes only becomes definitive 

28 days after the initial measurement. Each Monday, definitive links are established for streams that 

were first started more than 28 days ago. The status of the links can be found in the files. From then 

on, results about these streams can be reported as Long Tail.  

 

Long Tail streams and Viewing Total streams are different result types for streams linked to TV 

broadcasts and programmes or segments. When a stream is linked to TV content, it is possible to 

report the Viewing Total and the Long Tail. If a stream was not started for the first time during the 

ViewingTotal period, the ViewingTotal report is not available for this stream. In such cases, only the 

Long Tail report is available. 

 

Before Broadcasting Day 

This reporting type deals with TV broadcast related streams that are measured before the 

broadcasting day of a programme (previews). The previewing period encompasses the period from 

6 days up to 1 day before the broadcasting day.  
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On top of that, it is possible to customise the previewing period (number of days before the 

broadcasting day up to 1 day before the broadcasting day). SKO has made deals with several parties 

with regards to broadcast matching in the period prior to the OTV measurement: RTL streams can 

be matched from September 20 2000 onwards, NPO streams from January 1 2006 onwards and SBS 

streams from December 28 2009 onwards.   

 

3.2.2 ONLINE ONLY CONTENT, UNRELATED TO A TV BROADCAST  

For online only content that is not related to specific TV broadcasts (types tc.prog, tc.cam en tc.web), 

it is possible to start reporting from the day a stream is initially started. Such content can be reported 

on the basis of the publication date (date of online release). Following the publication date, the 

results can be reported daily and in any possible period.   

 

3.3 GEOGRAPHICAL ORIGIN  

 

SKO result data always includes streams that were started abroad. Results should always be 

reported with the characteristics starts_NL, starts_Btl or starts_Onb.  

 

 

3.4 PLATFORM 
 

Starts 

category.  

ViewingTotal, Long Tail, Overnight/Broadcasting Day and Before Broadcasting Day SKO TV-results 

were reported without streams that are started via SMART TV apps. In OTV reports of the result types 

was left out up to 01-10-2019.  

 

The platforms reported on must always be stated clearly.  

 

 

3.5 TARGET GROUP 
 

OTV data may not include a target group indication or label.  

 

 

3.6 RESULT TYPE 
 

A result type name may only be used if the result type has been calculated according to the 

mandatory calculation rules. Numbers or tables in publications need to clearly state the result type 

in question.  
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3.7 PERIOD 
 

The reporting period must always be stated clearly. It may be expressed as a year, quarter, month, 

week or day (broadcasting date, publication date). In case of deviating periods, you should always 

state the starting and ending dates.  

 

 

3.8 STREAM TYPE  
 

The stream type must always be stated clearly. The type can be either a TV broadcast or an online 

video; the latter may be a TV-tied video (at a broadcast or programme level), but may also be an 

online only clip.  

 

 

3.9 ROUNDING RESULTS 

 

Absolute numbers, averages and percentages must always be published without decimals.  

 

 

3.10 REPORTING AND PUBLICATION 
 

3.10.1 EXTERNAL REPORTING 

All the reporting rules are valid for publications in freely accessible media (press, trade press, public 

web sites), aimed at a public other than a specific customer or customer group.  

 

 
3.10.2 INTERNAL REPORTING 

Reports about certain result types are only cleared for internal use (see 1.6.1 and 1.6.3) With these 

result types, it is required to provide a note that explains that these results are currently incomplete, 

because not all kinds of streams, stream types and platforms/devices are currently being measured. 

The following notes should be incorporated:   

 

Not all streams, stream types and p

incorporated in the SKO OTV results. 
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4. ADVISORY RULES SKO 

 
 

Apart from mandatory calculating and reporting rules, SKO has developed advisory rules that 

address more miscellaneous result types. With these rules, we aim to promote consensus in our 

field.  

 
 

4.1 RESULT TYPES AS USED BY SKO 

The result types described in this paragraph are used by SKO, either on the website or in publications 

such as the annual report.  

 

4.1.1 TOP LIST 

SKO uses the following rules for top lists: 

CONTENT RELATED TO A TV BROADCAST 

• Only streams that are related to a specific TV broadcast appear in the top list 

• Top lists only contain programmes with a running time of 10 minutes or longer. For top lists that are 

-12 years of age) programmes, the minimum running time is 5 minutes.  

• Programme titles may only appear in the list once per publisher or channel; of programmes that were 

broadcasted more than once, only the most streamed episode is included in the top list.  

• Top Lists are arranged according to the number of stream starts or the average amount of active 

streams (ASP).  

• If two programmes share the same number of stream starts or ASP (identical up to 6 decimals), the 

length of the programme becomes the decisive factor. The shorter the programme, the lower the 

ranking.  

• Of football matches, the average is taken of the first half, the second half and, if applicable, the extra 

time.  

 

ONLINE ONLY-CONTENT, UNRELATED TO TV BROADCAST  

• Each title may only occur once per channel or publisher; of streams that were broadcasted 

more than once, only the best-watched episode is included in the top list. 

• Top Lists are arranged according to the number of stream starts the average amount of 

active streams (ASP).  

• If two clips share the same number of stream starts or ASP (identical up to 6 decimals), the 

length of the clip becomes the decisive factor. The shorter the clip, the lower the ranking.  

 

4.2.2 COMBINATION WITH RATINGS 

When combining OTV data with TV-ratings and programmes that are interrupted by commercial 

brakes, you are advised to use average TV-ratings, excluding TV broadcast commercial breaks.  

 

 
4.1.3 FURTHER SKO ADVICE 

SKO advises you to use the following standard result types to draw up internal comparisons with 

ratings:  
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• The Average Stream Plays or average amount of Active Streams (ASP) is best compared with 

the absolute number of watchers (Ratings Both result types 

give an indication of the average audience (stream watchers) that were active at a random 

time during the programme.   

• The Average Playing Time (APT) is best compared with the TV Viewing Time (in minutes) of 

the audience of 6 years of age and over. 

• The number of started streams (nStreams) is best compared with the Gross Reach in the 

audience of 6 years of age and over.  
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APPENDIX 1 – CHANNEL LIST* 
 

Code (sko_stid) SKO code in Nielsen  
Broadcast data 

Short name  Channel name 

1 SKO001 NED1 NEDERLAND 1 (NPO1 since 18-8-2014) 
2 SKO002 NED2 NEDERLAND 2 (NPO2 since 18-8-2014) 

47 SKO047 NED3 NEDERLAND 3 (NPO3 since 18-8-2014) 
57 SKO057 RTL7 RTL 7 
61 SKO061 RTL4 RTL 4 
62 SKO062 RTL5 RTL 5 
63 SKO063 SBS6 SBS6 

293 SKO293 NET5 NET 5 
334 SKO334 VER VERONICA 
368 SKO368 RTL8 RTL 8 
453 SKO453 FS1E FOX SPORTS 1 EREDIVISIE 
454 SKO454 FS3E FOX SPORTS 3 EREDIVISIE 
538 SKO538 FS2 FOX SPORTS 2 
552 SKO552 SBS9 SBS9 
554 SKO554 RTLZ RTLZ 

*Report ing stat ions  
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APPENDIX 2 – DEFINITIONS 
 

 

TYPE STREAMS 
 
Streams of a TV broadcast 
 

Complete TV broadcast = Stream of a complete TV broadcast as seen on TV. 

 

Segments of TV broadcast = Stream of a fragment of a TV broadcast as seen on TV.  

 

Online Only streams  

 

Streams of a TV programme  

 

Broadcast online only = Stream of a fragment or clip (of a TV broadcast) that is only 

available online. OTV results of such clips can only be reported at a broadcast level. 

 

Programme online only = Stream of a fragment or clip (of a TV programme) that is only 

available online. OTV results of such clips cannot be reported at a broadcast level, but can 

be reported at a programme (title) level.  

 

WEB-ONLY clips = Stream of a (fragment of a) clip that is only available online. Such 

streams are not linked to TV broadcasts or programmes.  

 

Code  Programme/Streams  Uitleg  

tv.ep  Kassa  A regular Kassa broadcast aired on TV  

tv.seg  Kassa Koelkast-test  A part of a TV-episode  

tv.cam  Tour de France Live  A linear TV- broadcast live online  

tc.uit Boer Kees leest hele 

brief voor Cancelled 

Documentary  

A part of a TV-broadcast that was it was never aired on 

TV  

tc.prog  Extra audition The Voice  A part of a TV-programme, not related to a specific 

broadcast, that was never aired on TV  

tc.cam  Webcam Utopia  Live camera feed of a TV broadcast or content that was 

never aired on tv  

tc.web  Gooische frieten  

Video/politiek nu.nl  

An online only clip, not related to a tv broadcast or 

programme title  
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STREAM DATA 
 

Nstreams = Number of started streams 

 

Playing time = Playing time is the total playing time of a stream, expressed in minutes, regardless of 

which part of the stream is played. Repeated playing is added to the total; as a result, the total 

playing time may theoretically be longer than the actual running time of the stream. 

 

Compl25%, Compl50%, Compl75% Compl90% = These percentages indicate the number of starts 

where 25%, 50%,75%, 90% or more of the total running time was completed, regardless of which 

parts. These percentages are available for complete television broadcasts, segments and clips that 

contain the clip length label.  

 

Clip length = Length of the stream in seconds. 

 

 

BROADCASTING INFORMATION 

 

Date = Broadcasting date of the television programme  

 

Time = Starting time of the television programme broadcast. 

 

Duration = Programme duration in minutes, as broadcast on TV 

 

Channel = Channel that broadcast the programme on TV  

 

Genre = Based on the SKO Genre Classification 
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APPENDIX 3 – AVAILABILITY DATA 
 
 

Delivery: Every day at 07:30, GfK Intomart makes available the file containing raw OTV data to all 

users in its ftp-server ftp.intomartgfk.nl in de map /media/tv/OTVraw-data beschikbaar.  

 

The OTV raw data file is delivered the next day, together with a matching file to establish links 

between the OTV data and the PRL file data (OTVMATCHyyyymmdd.TXT).  

The matching file (OTVMATCHyyyymmdd.TXT) is supplied each day at 10:45 in the folder 

/media/tv/otvmatch-data.   

Each day, this matching file is updated with mutations in PRLs and in the links between programmes 

and streams. The status of a match is displayed in a dedicated field. 

 

Moreover, a complete matching file including all the available matches (OTVMATCH.TXT) is supplied 

each month.  

 

Extra deliveries are only necessary when programmes are added to or removed from the Nielsen 

data, or when links between streams and TV programmes have changed.  
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APPENDIX 4 – FILE DESCRIPTION 
                   

A description of the files can be requested at SKO 

 

140625 File description OTV raw data 

140625 File description OTV matching data 

 

 

 

APPENDIX 5 – COMPARISON WITH OTV ANALYSIS TOOL 
          

 

GfK has developed an analysis tool that, since 2009, is available to its partners and participants.  With 

the introduction of raw data, differences may occur with numbers that are sourced from this analysis 

tool. For TV related streams that were broadcast before June 1 2004 (the date OTV raw data first 

became available), the OTV analysis tool allows for a longer period before the broadcasting date. 

This should be taken into account when comparing streams of the Long Tail reporting type.  

  

 


